A path to greatness often begins with a special teacher, and this is such a story. In the fall of 1949, John P. Frank was a new associate professor at the Yale Law School. He previously had earned undergraduate and law degrees at the University of Wisconsin, clerked at the Supreme Court for Justice Hugo L. Black during the October 1942 Term, practiced law, earned a J.S.D. degree at Yale and begun teaching law at Indiana University.

John Frank was a major constitutional law scholar by the time he joined the Yale law faculty in fall 1949. In 1947, Frank had begun publishing in the University of Chicago Law Review his extensive, interestingly opinionated, and sometimes even spicy, annual reports on the Supreme Court’s just-completed Term. Frank had, in 1948, published a biographical sketch of Justice Black along with a compilation of his leading opinions from his first ten years on the Court. Frank also was the author of numerous articles on topics in constitu-
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ional law and history. 3

Professor Frank also was, in this period, studying the law and history of race in America4 and assisting the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc. in anti-discrimination and desegregation cases. 5 One of its leading cases at the time was Sweatt v. Painter, a constitutional attack on Texas's whites-only, and then its Jim Crow, system of public legal education.6 The NAACP had, by fall 1948, lost the Sweatt case at trial and in the Texas appellate courts and was preparing to seek review in the Supreme Court of the United States.

In conjunction with the NAACP's preparation of its petition seeking a writ of certiorari in Sweatt v. Painter, Director-Counsel Thurgood Marshall asked Yale Law School Professor Thomas I. Emerson and Indiana law professor John Frank—who within months would be Yale faculty colleagues—to draft a law professors' amicus brief. 7 Emerson and Frank did the drafting and recruited a significant group of leading legal academics to sign on. When the NAACP filed its petition for certiorari on March 23, 1949, it was accompanied by a supporting brief that Emerson, Frank, and others filed on behalf of a coalition

---


4. E.g., John P. Frank & Robert F. Munro, The Original Understanding of “Equal Protection of the Laws”, 50 COLUM. L. REV. 131 (1950). This article appeared in the “February” issue, which actually was published early in April 1950.


7. John Frank was, at this time, a friend of the dean of the all-white, segregated by law University of Texas Law School. Apparently feeling awkward about his involvement in the Sweatt litigation (in which the dean had been a trial witness) and attempting to defuse the situation with humor, Frank wrote a letter explaining that he was “cast at the moment in the role of damn Yankee trouble maker” because he had signed the brief supporting the NAACP against the University. Letter from John P. Frank to Charles McCormick, Dean, University of Texas Law School (Apr. 5, 1949), available at Russell Online Archive, supra note 6. “Please don’t bother to acknowledge this letter,” Frank wrote to the Dean. “I merely wanted you to hear directly from me that I was participating in the matter, rather than get it in some roundabout fashion...” Id. The Dean’s reply was mostly gracious: “I am interested to know that you have tossed a brief into the ring in the Sweatt case. This is a free fight and anybody is welcome. I have practiced law too long to feel any hostility to the lawyer on the other side, bad ‘cess to him.” Letter from Charles T. McCormick, Dean, University of Texas Law School, to John P. Frank (Apr. 8, 1949), available at Russell On-line Archive, supra note 6.
of fifty-two leading law professors. 8 

In early November 1949, the Court granted certiorari in Sweatt v. Painter. 9 Professors Emerson, Frank, et al. subsequently filed the now-famous amicus brief of the Committee of Law Teachers Against Segregation in Legal Education. 10 In this brief, 189 law professors 11 supported the NAACP’s petition, attacked the constitutional validity of the “separate but equal” doctrine of Plessy v. Ferguson, 12 and told the Court—much more directly than the NAACP had in its petition for certiorari and would later in its brief on the merits 13—that segregation was the Court’s mistake and one that it should correct promptly. 14

II. STUDENT

This story also involves a young student. In autumn 1949, A. Leon Higgin-
botham, Jr., was a first year law student at Yale. Higginbotham, a 21-year-old black man from Trenton, New Jersey, had attended Purdue University and, after transferring, graduated from Antioch College in 1949.

Leon Higginbotham was one of three black students who entered Yale Law School in fall 1949. Higginbotham met John Frank when he (ALH) was assigned to take Frank’s “Procedure I” course. Higginbotham, who had what Frank later described as “an extraordinary verbal talent,” quickly impressed his professor in class, and they became acquainted outside the classroom. Higginbotham started to work for Frank as a research assistant and they became friends.

III. TICKET

This story also involves an excursion. In early 1950, the Supreme Court scheduled three segregation cases, including *Sweatt v. Painter*, for oral argument. Professor John Frank, who of course was deeply interested in *Sweatt* and this litigation generally, decided to attend the oral argument.

Although the cases mattered greatly to John Frank, visiting the Supreme Court of the United States was, to him, no big deal. Frank had worked there as a law clerk. He had, by spring 1950, returned there regularly to hear arguments or just to visit friends (with Justice Black heading that list). The Supreme Court was, in other words, well within John Frank’s horizon—it was part of the realm in which he, as a citizen, lawyer, thinker, and scholar, comfortably traveled and


17. The other cases were *Henderson v. United States*, 339 U.S. 816 (1950) (No. 25), and *McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents*, 339 U.S. 637 (1950) (No. 34). These oral arguments initially were scheduled and then repeatedly were rescheduled to occur earlier in the Term, but the Court kept postponing them until Justice Douglas, who had been badly injured in a horse riding accident in the State of Washington on October 2, 1949, and spent the next months hospitalized and then convalescing in the west, was back in Washington, D.C. and on the Court bench. Telephone Interview with Warren M. Christopher, O.T. 1949 Law Clerk to Justice William O. Douglas (Feb. 4, 2002). See also Letters from Charles Crockey, Office of the Clerk, to various Counsel of Record (Nov. 22, 1950-Apr. 24, 1950) (informing counsel that oral argument was scheduled for the week of January 3, 1950, then the week of March 13, 1950, then the day March 20, 1950, and then finally the week of April 3, 1950) (copies on file with author). See generally WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS, *GO EAST, YOUNG MAN* 198-200 (1974) (describing the accident and his injuries); JAMES F. SIMON, *INDEPENDENT JOURNEY: THE LIFE OF WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS* 281-84 (1980) (describing the accident and Douglas’s months away from the Court during the October 1949 Term).

In his scholarly recap on the October 1949 Term, John Frank included an entertaining comment on Justice Douglas’s health and other pursuits:

Due to a serious riding mishap, Justice Douglas was unable to rejoin the Court until Spring. During his recuperation he published a best seller on his mountain climbing experiences and in the Spring he was chosen most unwillingly “father of the year.” By the Summer of 1950 he was sufficiently recovered to be able to undertake a new mountain climbing excursion in Iran.

Frank, The United States Supreme Court: 1949-50, supra note 1, at 46.
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operated.

John Frank's 1950 trip to the Court was not, however, a solo excursion. He invited Leon Higginbotham to come with him to Washington to see and hear the *Sweatt v. Painter* argument.\(^{18}\)

The Supreme Court was not, to understate the matter grossly, within Leon Higginbotham's horizon even by the spring of 1950. He was, to be sure, a student at one of the country's very best law schools. But he was black, he was poor, and he was not well traveled. Raised in the poverty and segregation of Trenton, Higginbotham had not, it seems, ever been to Washington, and he certainly had never set foot in the highest court in the land. Now, thanks to Professor John Frank, that would change.

John Frank made arrangements for Higginbotham to get into the Court by telephoning Justice Black. Frank told his former boss that he would like one of his students to have the opportunity to hear the *Sweatt v. Painter* arguments and Justice Black made the arrangements. Frank also bought Higginbotham, who had no spare funds for such things,\(^ {19}\) the train ticket that got him from New Haven to Washington and back on this occasion.

When Higginbotham arrived at the Supreme Court on Tuesday, April 4, \(^{18}\) In the text that follows, my account of Leon Higginbotham’s April 1950 trip to the Supreme Court is compiled from five reports of his recollections of that day. They are: (1) his 1991 essay on the occasion of Justice Thurgood Marshall’s retirement from the Supreme Court, A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., *A Tribute to Justice Thurgood Marshall*, 105 HARV. L. REV. 55, 60 & nn.32-33 [hereinafter ALH 1991 Marshall Tribute]; (2) Judge Higginbotham’s June 1993 impromptu remarks at the Alliance for Justice’s annual Law Day luncheon, Memorandum from Nan Aron to Friends of the Alliance (July 7, 1993) (copy on file with author) [hereinafter ALH 1993 Alliance for Justice remarks]; (3) Higginbotham’s remarks during a 1995 newspaper interview, Mark Feeny, *Off the Bench But Still in the Arena*, BOSTON GLOBE, May 21, 1995, at 47; (4) Judge Higginbotham’s May 7, 1996, speech in the Supreme Court, A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., *Justice Thurgood Marshall: He Knew the Anguish of the Silenced and Gave Them a Voice*, 3 GEO. J. ON FIGHTING POVERTY 163, 165 (1996); and (5) an early 1998 newspaper essay, A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., *Breaking Thurgood Marshall’s Promise*, N.Y. TIMES MAG., Jan. 18, 1998, at 28. As a law clerk to Judge Higginbotham in the mid-1980s, I and co-clerks regularly got to hear the Judge mention, and sometimes he recounted at length, his memories of that day in April 1950. I know that many other students, colleagues and friends of the Judge had similar experiences with him. See, e.g., Entin, *supra* note 6, at 3 (footnoting thanks to Judge Higginbotham for supporting and encouraging the author’s comprehensive historical study of the *Sweatt* case). To my great regret, I did not make notes of those conversations, nor did I ever interview the Judge to get his full account.

\(^{19}\) Leon Higginbotham attended Yale Law School on a tuition scholarship from the Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation. In his first two years in New Haven, Higginbotham (and, during the second year, his wife Jeanne) lived at 258 Starr Street, in a “black neighborhood” more than a mile from school, because he could not afford to live on campus. Telephone Interview with Jeanne Foster Higginbotham (Mar. 26, 2002). See generally A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., *The Dream with Its Back against the Wall*, 46 YALE L. REPORT 24, 27 (1999). At this address, he rented a single room on the second floor of a house and shared a hallway bathroom with another tenant couple. His meals included leftover hamburger meat—“sometimes it was brown, sometimes it was gray”—that the proprietor of his corner store gave him at closing time each Saturday night. *Id.* Although 258 Starr Street is now a vacant lot, the store at the corner of Starr Street and Shelton Avenue still stands. The neighborhood’s very modest and not well-maintained housing stock is older wood-frame houses, many of which are divided into apartments, and newer rowhouses and small apartment buildings. On February 24, 2002, which was a mild and sunny Sunday afternoon, numerous people were out and about in the neighborhood, and none was white.
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1950, he noticed the "huge waiting line" of people who were hoping to obtain a courtroom seat in the general public section. By spring 1950, the public generally was very interested in the Supreme Court and in the segregation cases it was hearing and preparing to decide. On that April 4th, public interest may have been particularly high because the previous day had seen Attorney General J. Howard McGrath and Solicitor General Philip B. Perlman each argue to the Court that it should reverse the 54-year-old doctrine of *Plessy v. Ferguson*.

Higginbotham realized that, without John Frank’s help, he never would have gotten a seat in the courtroom.

Higginbotham sat in the courtroom with Justice Black’s law clerk, other law clerks, the Justices’ family members and friends, and members of the Supreme Court bar.

At noon, the Justices took the bench. They were, from Higginbotham’s left to right view, Tom Clark, Robert Jackson, Felix Frankfurter, Hugo Black, Fred Vinson, Stanley Reed, William O. Douglas, Harold Burton, and Sherman Minton. (These eight Associate Justices were, it should be noted, the men who would, only four years later, join unanimously in the next Chief Justice’s opinion for the Court in *Brown v. Board of Education*.

On that April afternoon—and Leon Higginbotham seems to have been present for all of the day’s proceedings—the Justices first admitted eleven attor-
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neys to the Court's bar.²⁴

The Justices then heard the completion of oral argument in *McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents*, the argument that had been in progress when the Court had recessed the previous afternoon.²⁵ G.W. McLaurin, who was black, was a professor at Langston University. He already held a master’s degree and was taking doctoral courses in education at the University of Oklahoma. He was, as the case had evolved by this point in time, bringing an equal protection challenge to the University requirements that he sit in a separate “colored student” seat in the classroom and at separate tables in the library and cafeteria.

NAACP attorney Robert L. Carter, representing McLaurin, argued first.²⁶ Carter, fielding numerous questions from the Justices, explained exactly how McLaurin was being treated at the University. Carter explained that, although there had been factual changes in such things as McLaurin’s classroom seating over the course of the litigation, Negro students like McLaurin still were being segregated based on race, and that any segregation violated the Fourteenth Amendment.²⁷ Carter then turned to *Plessy*, arguing that it was wrong as a reading of the Equal Protection Clause and, as a decision in the context of transportation, also entirely inapplicable in the education context.²⁸

Fred Hansen, Oklahoma’s First Assistant Attorney General, argued for the State. He asserted that state school officials—“thoughtful men and good men”—were doing the best they could to deal with a true dilemma: state law required them to provide segregated education for Negroes, but the legislature had refused to provide funds to construct adequate separate school facilities for Negroes. The officials accordingly had devised the procedures by which McLaurin was receiving instruction at, but being segregated within, the University of Oklahoma. This policy, Hansen admitted under a barrage of questions from the Justices, was “unwritten.” Going further, he admitted that the breakdown of true segregation at the University of Oklahoma “possibly” showed that there was not much point to it “on the graduate’s level.” Hansen nonetheless


²⁵. During this period, oral arguments before the Court were not tape-recorded or officially transcribed. One contemporaneous document reports that “the Attorney General of Texas had the [Sweatt] arguments reported. . . .” Letter from E.P. Cullinan, Assistant to Supreme Court Clerk Charles Elmore Cropley, to Helen Hargrave, Law Librarian, Univ. of Texas Law Library (Apr. 24, 1950) (copy on file with author). I have been unable to locate any such report. My descriptions in the text of the *McLaurin* and *Sweatt* oral arguments are, accordingly, based on the press accounts, American Jewish Congress memorandum, and personal recollections that I have quoted from and cited.

²⁶. Amos T. Hall, who also represented McLaurin—and was, like Carter and their client, black—had presented his argument to the Court the previous afternoon. *Supreme Court of the United States, Journal of the Court* 172 (Apr. 3, 1950). Robert Carter had then begun his presentation, arguing for about fifteen minutes, without interruption, until the Court recessed for the day. On the next day, Carter completed his argument amidst active questioning by the Justices. Letter from the Honorable Robert L. Carter to author, Apr. 10, 2002 (copy on file with author).


claimed that Oklahoma "might have had trouble" if the State had not segregated students like McLaurin. Hansen defended—indeed, he read to the Court from the majority opinion in—_Plessy_, and he asked the Court not to discard it. Integration, he predicted, would cause Oklahoma's colored public schools to close and, as their students enrolled in the previously "white" (i.e., more expensive) schools, cause financial hardship for the State.29

Robert Carter, in rebuttal, argued that the equal treatment that McLaurin sought was more important than any state financial consideration. Carter also noted his adversary's concession that graduate school segregation was unnecessary: "That is our case."30

The Justices then called _Sweatt v. Painter_ for oral argument. Heman Marion ("Bill") Sweatt, a Negro, was a 37-year-old World War II veteran who had become a mail carrier. He had applied to the University of Texas law school but had been rejected because Negroes were, by law, barred from attending the school. The University president had subsequently offered to enroll Sweatt in a new law school, the Texas State University for Negroes, which was being built in Houston.31 During the construction year, this unaccredited black law school, located in the ground floor of a residential building near the state capitol in Austin, served two students.32 Sweatt had refused to accept a seat in this Jim Crow law school, and he sought a Supreme Court ruling that his exclusion from the University of Texas School of Law was an unconstitutional denial of equal protection.33

Attorney W.J. Durham of Texas, a black man, began the argument on Sweatt's behalf. He described the complicated lower court history of the case and the appellate review that had preceded its arrival in the Supreme Court.34

Following Durham's argument, the Court heard from Thurgood Marshall. Although he was only 41 years old, _Sweatt v. Painter_ was the eighth case in which Marshall argued before the Court. Marshall told the Justices that Sweatt's case had been, from its inception, an attack on "separate but equal" legal education: "we've been 30 years trying to get this issue before this court."35 "They can build an exact duplicate of the University of Texas Law School," Marshall stated, "but if it is segregated, it is unequal" and Sweatt will,
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as he had testified at trial, refuse to attend. The problem, Marshall told the Justices, was *Plessy v. Ferguson*, which was inconsistent with subsequent Court decisions that had identified racial classifications as odious.

As Leon Higginbotham recalled it many years later, Marshall also explained in a uniquely effective manner why segregated legal education was doomed to remain permanently unequal:

Thurgood Marshall... was then young, in his early 40s. And he stated to the Court, "How can it be that this law school, which does not have any alumni, can be equivalent to the University of Texas, which has so many members in the State House of Representatives, so many members in the State Senate"—And then he paused. It seemed like he stood before the podium for a full minute, and he said—"including one Justice"—looking directly at Tom Clark from the University of Texas—"who sits on this Court?"

Marshall implored the Justices not to give in to baseless threats that integration would produce lawlessness. The demise of the "white primary" and the start of Negro voting had not, Marshall noted, produced trouble. Marshall also noted that Sweatt's case was about only one qualified Negro applicant's right to attend his state's best law school; it was not a request for common schools or integrated swimming pools. And, Marshall predicted, white law students would not behave like hoodlums if Sweatt were to be admitted as their colleague.

Following Marshall's argument, the Court heard from the Attorney General of Texas, Price Daniel. As Higginbotham recalled years later:

[Daniel's] fascinating... argument proceeded somewhat like this: "Now your honors, the 14th Amendment prohibits adverse discrimination, but there is nothing in the 14th Amendment that says if a Nigra is treated better than anyone else, that there is a constitutional violation. And this is a matter of social policy and not a matter of constitutional doctrine, which my adversaries would like. Now look at Sweatt, he's getting the best education in America. He's the only person in his

36. Racial "Segregation" Attacked, supra note 34.
37. ALH 1993 Alliance for Justice remarks, supra note 18, at 2. Justice Clark, who earned both his undergraduate (1921) and law (1922) degrees from the University of Texas, was, in April 1950, completing his first Term as an Associate Justice.
38. See Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649 (1944). The Smith case, which was first argued in November 1943, was Thurgood Marshall's first oral argument before the Supreme Court. For a history of the NAACP and other litigation that culminated in this decision, see MARK V. TUSHNET, MAKING CIVIL RIGHTS LAW: THURGOOD MARSHALL AND THE SUPREME COURT, 1936-1961 99-107 (1994).
40. Marion Price Daniel, Sr. (1910-1988), formerly a state legislator and speaker of the Texas House of Representatives, was elected Attorney General and served for six years. In 1952, he was elected to the United States Senate. In 1956, he ran for Governor of Texas, was elected and resigned from the Senate on inauguration to his new office. Governor Daniel was reelected in 1958 and 1960 but was defeated when he sought an unprecedented fourth term in 1962. In 1971, a successor governor appointed Daniel to fill a vacancy on the Texas Supreme Court. Justice Daniel was reelected to the Court in 1972 and 1979, retiring after eight years of service during his second elected term on the Court. His son Price Daniel, Jr., also became an attorney and, ironically, a visiting professor teaching "Conflicts of Laws" at Texas Southern University's Thurgood Marshall School of Law during the 1970s. See Address by the Honorable Joe Greenhill, 4 TEXAS SO. L. REV. 179, 184 (1976-77).
school. He doesn’t have to wait to talk to a professor because he’s the only one. He
doesn’t have to wait in the library because he’s the only one. And Your Honors
must not go into the area of social policy. And therefore, Your Honors, the 14th
Amendment has not been violated.41

Daniel’s First Assistant, Joe R. Greenhill, then argued the historical mean-
ing of the Fourteenth Amendment. He told the Justices that the evidence shows
that the framers and ratifiers had not intended it to require “mixed schools.”
Marshall, in rebuttal, argued that although the history of the Fourteenth
Amendment could be used to support either position on school integration, its
equality requirements meant equality “in its normal context,” which is what
Texas was denying to Sweatt.43

The Court recessed at the conclusion of the Sweatt v. Painter argument.
Later that afternoon, John Frank took Leon Higginbotham through the brass
gates that separate the public areas of the Supreme Court from the Justices’
chambers and introduced him to Frank’s former boss, Justice Hugo Black.

***

It is hard to overstate what this day and these experiences meant to young
Leon Higginbotham. Seeing and hearing Thurgood Marshall in action—a first
for Higginbotham—was galvanizing. “As I listened to Thurgood Marshall’s
articulate and forceful argument,” Higginbotham wrote later,

[H]e seemed almost superhuman. Although counsel for other appellants were ex-
cellent craftsmen, Thurgood Marshall brought an extra emotional dimension to his
presentation: he supported his argument with appropriate legal scholarship, but the
tone of his voice expressed controlled outrage. He seemed to be asking why, four
years after black veterans like Heman Sweatt and others helped crush Hitler and Hi-
rohito on foreign battlefields, they still had to plead for the rudimentary justice

41. A contemporaneous account of the oral argument reported that it was Thurgood Marshall who
had been
sarcastic about the efforts of Texas to defend the separate law school. He pointed out that the
lower courts in Texas had originally held that the basement [sic] law school in Austin was
equal to that of the white University of Texas Law School. Since the new Negro law school in
Houston was concededly superior to the Austin school, it must be superior to the school for
white students, he concluded.

Will Maslow, Summary of Argument before United States Supreme Court in Segregation Cases on
April 3 and 4, 1950, CLSA REPORTS (Commission on Law and Social Action of the American Jewish
Congress, Apr. 5, 1950). Maslow was a New York attorney for the AJC, which filed its own amicus
brief in Sweatt. On Thursday, April 6, 1950, the NAACP’s Inc. Fund received a copy of the CLSA
newsletter that contained Maslow’s report on the oral arguments that had occurred on Monday and
Tuesday of that week. Thurgood Marshall reviewed the newsletter and made a note that it should be
retained. See id., in Group II, Box B110, File: “Office Orders & Subscriptions, 1949-50,” NAACP Pa-
pers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. (bearing date stamp, handwritten
initials “TM” and his note “File TM”) (cited in TUSHNET, supra note 38, at 344 n.6).

42. ALH 1993 Alliance for Justice remarks, supra note 18, at 2.

43. Racial “Segregation” Attacked, 18 U.S.L.W. 3277, 3281 (Apr. 11, 1950). See also Russell
On-line Archive, supra note 6.
available to other citizens without reservation.\footnote{ALH 1991 Marshall Tribute, \textit{supra} note 18, at 60.}

It was, Higginbotham explained in emotional, impromptu remarks more than forty years later, "an argument of such extraordinary eloquence that it gave me certain feelings of confidence which I needed and which I shall never forget."\footnote{ALH 1993 Alliance for Justice remarks, \textit{supra} note 18, at 1.} Marshall's argument was, to Higginbotham, an eloquent assertion of the promise of equality not only for Heman Sweatt. It was, to Higginbotham, an assertion of his own equality too.

For Leon Higginbotham, this short afternoon had turned into—and it always remained—one of the most moving, defining moments of his life. As he walked out onto the plaza in front of the Court on that sunny, very warm afternoon,\footnote{The weather was balmy, the noon sky was sunny, and the high temperature that afternoon was eighty degrees. \textit{See WASH. POST, Apr. 5, 1950, at 1A (high temperature), 1B (weather description and photographs of "Government girls" eating their lunches outdoors and tourists admiring cherry blossoms along the Tidal Basin).}} Higginbotham literally looked upwards. He read the inscription "Equal Justice Under Law" above the Court's pillars. And he believed. He believed, having just seen it happen, that an advocate could pursue great causes. He believed that Thurgood Marshall and the NAACP would succeed in their efforts to make equal justice a reality for all Americans. And Higginbotham resolved that he would become one of the lawyers who would fight to eradicate governmentally-enforced racism.\footnote{\textit{See ALH 1991 Marshall Tribute, \textit{supra} note 18, at 60; ALH 1993 Alliance for Justice remarks, \textit{supra} note 18, at 2.}}

\section*{IV. Teachers}

In his later telling of this story, Judge Higginbotham was always careful to identify the true protagonist, and the real hero, of April 4, 1950. It was not he, the lucky spectator. It was not McLaurin or Sweatt, the brave, pioneering litigants. Nor was it even Thurgood Marshall or another of the advocates who demanded so effectively the fundamental justice that the Constitution owed their clients. Nor was it any member of the Court that would, before summer arrived, unanimously declare that the Fourteenth Amendment was with McLaurin and Sweatt—that it prohibited the unequal treatment that each had experienced in state graduate schools.\footnote{\textit{See McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Educ., 339 U.S. 637 (1950); Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629 (1950). In \textit{Sweatt}, the Court's analysis seems to have been strongly influenced by the views of amicus curiae the Committee of Law Teachers Against Segregation in Legal Education. \textit{See Jonathan L. Entin, \textit{supra} note 6, at 61-63.}}}

For Leon Higginbotham, his April 1950 afternoon at the Court was surely about all of the above, but it was primarily about John P. Frank, the teacher who got him there. In June 1993, Judge Higginbotham was pleasantly surprised to find that John Frank—who Higginbotham had earlier called "one of
the most sensitive professors I met on the issue of race relations—had been recruited to introduce him to a large crowd that was honoring him with an award. Higginbotham shared his memories of the April 1950 trip to the Supreme Court and described his friend as follows:

Professor Frank will always be my professor. . . . But what was really critical was that he took me seriously. . . .

We had people in our class who were grandchildren of Supreme Court Justices, who were children of Supreme Court Justices, individuals who were Rockefellers, who had power and influence—and John took me in. And I think he helped make me a far better lawyer than I otherwise ever would have been.

Leon Higginbotham did, of course, become a teacher in addition to being a lawyer. He did his teaching in the formal sense of holding adjunct faculty positions at numerous schools while he was a sitting judge, and in his fulltime position at Harvard following his “retirement.” He really was a teacher, however, in all of his pursuits, including his judging, his research and writing, his constant speechmaking, and his close relationships with colleagues, law clerks, research associates, interns, and pals.

Here is the connection, in Judge Higginbotham’s words, to a warm afternoon in 1950 Washington, D.C.:

[T]he opportunity that John [Frank] gave me was very important—I’ve always felt in my days of teaching that I respect the John Franks.

. . . And if I transmit anything to the many law clerks I see here—all of you know I respect you and love you and admire you as students—it is partially because of the legacy I got at Yale and some extraordinarily wonderful people I met there who gave me confidence that the pursuit of justice is not an inappropriate profession for a lawyer.

Leon Higginbotham taught from a baseline of deep academic expertise: he studied intensively, thought deeply, produced striking and voluminous scholarship, designed important courses, and presented material to students in a dynamic, engaging fashion.

Leon Higginbotham the teacher was much more, however, than very good by these traditional measures. He was great to his students, and in ways that resemble quite strikingly what Professor Frank was to and for Leon when he was a young law student. Judge Higginbotham taught his substantive views of justice by living them. He was available to his “students,” broadly defined, almost without limitation. He was committed to learning about them as people. He was interested in them as individuals. He had an eye for their full potential and an abiding interest in their advancement and full development—toward the goals they were seeking, and also toward the goals and destinations that were

51. Id.
well beyond their current visions and horizons. He had an instinct to reach out on their behalves, to use—to risk—his stature, ideas, and connections for them. He had an urge to invite them, or just to take them, along to see people they could not have gotten near and places they could not have crashed without him. And he had the habit of opening his own wallet to make a lot of that happen.

For teachers—for the academy, and particularly for Leon Higginbotham’s legal academy—that should be a continuing challenge. The role model that he had in John Frank became the role model that Judge Higginbotham was. Even today, through the history of his life, his spoken words and his scholarly writings, A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr. can still be a role model for anyone who is motivated to be his student.

Judge Higginbotham would, of course, deny, or at least minimize, this grand description of himself and his legacy. And he would be, in doing so, genuine—he was a man of great talents and accomplishments, and he had high ambitions, but he was, at his core, truly a modest person who preferred to focus on others rather than himself. He would, I believe, turn this consideration of him as a teacher in his maturity back to a consideration of him as a student in his youth. He would, in short, return the focus to Professor John Frank.

John Frank, still very sharp at age 84, takes an interestingly similar approach. In our recent conversations about the April 1950 trip to the Supreme Court (which he candidly admits to recalling only in a general way), Mr. Frank sincerely minimizes his own role. He talks of his dear friend Leon and reproaches himself, in a way that Leon Higginbotham surely would call unjustified, for not having fully recognized how poor Leon was as a law student, for not having bought him more meals, for not having fed him in the Frank home more often, for doing less than everything one could for another person.

That is, respectfully, much too tough an assessment of one teacher’s, and even one friend’s, capacity and duty to another person. The fairer standard—the one that Leon Higginbotham employed when he so often recalled what John Frank and other Yale law professors did do for him—is to recognize, and emulate, the teachers who make the effort. And John Frank, when he thinks about the ticket he bought for Leon Higginbotham and the doors he took him through on April 4, 1950, knows this. “It was,” John Frank said recently, “really just a trifling thing. But not to him.”
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